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A NOTE ON FINITE UNIONS OF IDEALS
AND SUBGROUPS
NEAL H. MCCOY

1. Introduction.
From the theory of ideals in a commutative ring
R it follows easily that an ideal / of R is contained
in the (settheoretic) union of a finite number of prime ideals P,- (i = l, 2, • • • , n)
of R if and only if I is contained in some one of the ideals P<. A simple
direct proof of this will be found in [2, p. 186]. Recently, Behrens
[l, p. 171 ] has shown that the same result holds for the case in which
neither commutativity
nor associativity
is assumed in R.
It is easy to see that if an ideal I of a ring R is contained in the
union Ai\JA2 of any two ideals Ai and A2, it must be contained in

one of them. For suppose that I^AiKJA2 and that IQAi. Then there
exists an element a2 of IC\A2 such that a2G-<4i. If xEIC^Ai, then
x-\-a2EAi and therefore x+a2EA2
and xEA2. That is, If\Ai<^A2
and we have 7CZ^42. As a matter of fact, this result remains valid if
/, A\, and A2 are subgroups of an arbitrary group. These observations were pointed out to me by Bailey Brown who also raised
several questions about possible generalizations,
some of which are
partially answered in this note.
The following simple example, due to R. E. Johnson, shows that
the above result about the union of two ideals no longer holds when
we pass to the union of three ideals. Let R be the ring whose additive
group is the direct sum of two two-element cyclic groups, with every
products equal to zero. Thus the elements of R may be written as
(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1) with componentwise
addition modulo

2. Then ^={(0,0),

(0, 1)}, A2= {(0, 0), (1, 0)}, and A3= {(0, 0),

(1, 1)} are ideals in R, and R is contained

in the union of these three
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ideals but not contained in the union of any two of them. However,
since P2 = 0, it is clear that R2 is contained in all three of these ideals.
This illustrates the first theorem to be proved below.

Theorem 1. Let I and Ai (i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n) be ideals in a ring R
such that IQAi*UA2VJ • • • \JAn. If I is not contained in the union of
any n —1 of the ideals At, there exists a positive integer k, depending on
n, such that IkC,AiC\A2r\ ■ - ■(~\An.
The second theorem involves only one operation,
and applies to
subgroups of an arbitrary
group G which we shall assume to be written additively.
However, we do not assume that G is necessarily

abelian.
If 7 is a subgroup of G, and m a positive integer, we shall find it
convenient
to use the notation, ml= {ma; aEl}As an example, if
G is the additive group of the ring of four elements introduced above,

then 2G = 0 and therefore 2G is contained in AiC\A2C\As. This illustrates

our second theorem

Theorem

as follows.

2. Let I and Ai (i= 1, 2, • • • , n) be subgroups of a group

G such that ICAiUA^U

• ■ ■\JAn. If I is not contained in the union

of any n — 1 of the subgroups A,-, there exists a positive integer I, depend-

ing on n, such that H^Air\A2C\

• • • C\An.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. We assume that »^3 since the hypotheses
of either theorem can not be satisfied otherwise. Since IC.Ai'UAt

VJ ■ ■ ■yJA„, then
For the purposes

clearly

I=(ir\Ai)\J(ir\A2)KJ

of the proof,

we shall henceforth

clearly may without loss of generality,

■ ■ ■ KJ(IC\AK).
assume,

as we

that I = AiUA2KJ ■ ■ ■ VJAn.

For convenience of notation, we shall also set K = AiC\A2(~\ ■ ■ ■C\A„.
As a first step we prove the following lemma.

Lemma. The intersection

of any n —1 of the ideals Ai coincides with

K.
It is only necessary to show that this intersection
is contained in
K. Since I is not contained in the union of any n —1 of the ideals Ai,
there exists an element an of An which is not in AiOA2yj
• • • \JA„-i.
If xEAxr\A2r\
• ■ • C\An-i, the element x+an of / can not be in

Ai (i=l, 2, - ■ • , n —1); hence x+anEAn.
It follows that x£^ln and
so xEK, as required.
We next establish the theorem for the case in which « = 3. Since
Ai^JA2<^Ai+A2, the relation I = AiUA2VJAz implies at once that
IQ(Ai+A2)[UA3.
Since now I is contained in the union of two ideals,
we know that it is contained in one of them. However, IQAi, and
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hence we have IQAi-\-A2.

and that IQA2+A3.

Similar arguments

635

show that IQA1+A3

It follows that

P C (Ai + A2)(Ai + A3)(A2 + At).

But if the right side of this is multiplied out, each term consists of a
product containing at least two different ideals Ai (i—1, 2, 3). The
lemma then shows that PCK,
and this completes the proof for the
case in which w = 3.
The proof is now easily completed by induction on n, and we therefore assume the theorem for the case of fewer than n ideals Ai. It
follows as above that

(1)

I ^(Ai

+ A2)\JAsVJ

■■-VAn.

Now IC.Ai-\-A2 or, by possibly omitting some of the ideals on the
right side of (1), we have / contained in the union of some m<n
ideals but not in the union of any m —1 of them. Since I%A3yj • ■ ■
VJAn, one of the remaining ideals must be Ai+A2. Hence, by our
induction hypothesis,
there exists a positive integer ki such that
IkxQAi-r-A2. A similar argument
applies for each pair of ideals Ait
A,; (i^j)- Hence there exists a positive integer k such that

I" QlJ (Ai+ Aj).
Now if the product on the right is expanded, it becomes a sum of
ideals each of which is a product containing at least n —1 different
ideals Ai. The lemma then shows that PC.K, completing the proof.
In general, we have not determined the smallest possible value for
the integer k. For « = 3, the example given in the introduction
shows
that k^2, while the proof above suggests the value k —3. By other
methods, it is possible to show that for w = 3, we can always choose
k = 2; while for n = 4, k need not be greater than 6.
Remark.
If one does not assume associativity
of multiplication
in R, the conclusion of Theorem 1 needs only to be modified to state
that some product of i" with itself is contained in K. The proof goes
through with only trivial changes.
We now give some corollaries of Theorem 1.

Corollary
IQBiVJB2\J

1. Let I and B, (i = l, 2, • • • , n) be ideals in R with
■ ■ ■yJBn, and I not contained in any single ideal Bi.

Then there exists a positive integer k such that P is contained in at least

three of the ideals Bt (i= 1, 2, • • • , n).
This follows by taking a minimal set of ideals Bi whose union conLicense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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tains I, and applying the theorem. Such a minimal set must contain
at least three ideals since, otherwise, I would be contained in some

one ideal.
Corollary
BiUB2yj
(5iW52W

2. If Bi (i=l,

2, ■ ■ ■ , n) are ideals in R such that

■ ■ ■ UB„ is an ideal, there exists a positive integer k such that
• • • 'UBn)'1 is contained in some one of the ideals Bi.

To see this, let I = Bi\JB2\J

■ ■ ■\JBn. If 7CB,- for some i, there

is nothing to prove. Otherwise we apply the preceding corollary.
Before stating the next corollaries we recall that if the ideal B is

semi-prime,

then IhC.B implies that I^B.

Corollary
3. Let I and Bi (i = l, 2, ■ • ■ , n) be ideals in R such
that IC.BiUB2VJ ■ ■ • yJB„, where at least n —2 of the ideals Bi are
semi-prime.

Then I is contained

in some one of the ideals Bi.

Corollary
4. If at least n —2 of the ideals Bt (i = l, 2, - - - , n) are
semi-prime, then BiKJB2VJ ■ ■ - VJBn is an ideal if and only if
Bi\JB2VJ ■ ■ • VJBnQBj for some j, l^j^n.
3. Proof of Theorem

2. Again, to simplify

the notation,

we assume

that I = Ai^JA2U ■ ■ ■\JAn, and let K = AiC\A2f~\ ■ ■ ■C\An. Since
the proof of the lemma involves only additive properties of R and
does not use commutativity
of addition, the lemma is still valid in
the setting of this theorem.
Let m be a fixed integer, 1 < m ^ n — 1, such that for a suitable choice
of the positive integer s,
(2)

s (intersection

of any m subgroups

Ai) C K.

The lemma shows that for m = n — l this is true with s = l. We now
prove that we can pass from m to m — 1. Accordingly,
we consider
any m —1 of the subgroups A(, and for convenience of notation let

us choose Ai (i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m —1). Let x£.4if\<42P\
and am an element

of Am which

is in no Ai (it*m).

• • • r\Am_x,

We consider

the

following elements of I:
(3)

x + am,

2x +

am, ■ ■ ■ , (n — m +

l)x

+ am.

If any one of these elements is in Am, say tx+amEAm,
then txEAm
and (2) shows that stxEK. Suppose, now, that no element (3) is in
Am. Clearly, no one of these elements can be in AiUA2\J
• ■ ■ U-4m_i,
so each is in some one of the subgroups Am+i, ■ ■ ■ , An. Since there
are n —m of these subgroups and n —m + 1 elements (3), at least two
of these elements must be in the same subgroup, say Am+i. Suppose,
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example,

that

kx-\-amEAm+i

and

t2x+amEAm+i,

with

637

h<t2

f^n—m+1. It follows that
(ttx + am) — (hx + am) = (t2 — ti)x G Am+i,

and hence that

(t2—ti)xEAiC\A2r\

■ ■ • r\Am-ir\Am+i.

Then (2)

shows that s(t2 —t)xEK.
Since no one of the integers t, ti, t2 exceeds
n —m + 1, we have in every case s(n —m-r-l)\xEK.
Hence, under the
assumption
(2), we have shown that
(4)

s(n — m + l)!(intersection

of any m—1

subgroups

A/) C K.

Since we know that (2) is true for m = n — 1, it is clear that the reduction from m to m —1 can be continued to yield the existence of a
positive integer / such that lAiQK (i— 1, 2, ■ ■ • , n), and hence that

IIQK. The proof is therefore completed.
Actually, the proof shows that / can be chosen to be 2! 3! • • •
(m — 1)! but, except for the case in which n = 3, it is not known
whether this is the minimum possible choice for /.

Corollary
1. Let I and Bi (i = l, 2, • ■ ■, n) be subgroups of a
group G such that IC.Bi\JB2VJ ■ ■ ■VJBn. If I is not contained in any
single one of the subgroups
such that II is contained

Bi, then there exists a positive integer I
in at least three of the subgroups Bi

0 = 1, 2, • ■■,«).
Corollary
2. If B{ (i=l, 2, ■ • • , n) are subgroups of the group G
such that BiUB2\J ■ ■ ■ \JBn is a subgroup, there exists a positive
integer I such that l(Bi^JB2^J ■ ■ • UP„) is contained in some one of the
subgroups Bt.
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